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ABSTRACT

When planning missions in vicinity of minor celestial bodies of the Solar system one has to
take into account at least two serious difficulties to overcome: (a) internal masses distribution
inside asteroid/comet is irregular as a rule; (b) gravity of such a body is too weak such that
it makes practically impossible the traditional “landing” of spacecraft onto the celestial object
surface. For solving two problems mentioned we apply proper methodics. In case of (a) one
offers to apply approximate models of gravity. As an example we consider gravity of the asteroid
having a shape of triaxial ellipsoid. To overcome problems in case of (b) one can apply docking
procedures with help of anchor and cable connection.

One encounters pretty frequently celestial bodies of ellipsoidal shape or close to it in Solar
system. For computing the force field of gravity being generated by such a body one has to
calculate elliptic integrals on each step of the integration process for the dynamical model under
construction. As it turned out for this problem efficient solution one can use special additional
system of ODEs. For solving the problem (b) one uses so-called hybrid automata to build up
the dynamical model of a spacecraft. There are exactly two states of this automata: free flight
of the spacecraft: cable is slack; flight along the constraint: cable is tensed.

Ellipsoidal asteroid performs free rotary motions about its mass center. The spacecraft moves
under the force of gravity from the asteroid and under the tension, in case of the constraint
being imposed. Dynamical model under analysis can be classified as a restricted one. Indeed,
spacecraft does not influence the motion of the asteroid.

Besides the hybrid automata dynamical model, which includes impacts on constraint, approx-
imations of this model are also under consideration. These approximations are reduced to
replacement of “exact” model of impact by its different schemes of regularization. All these
models are analysed and compared numerically.

This work is a natural continuation of the paper [1] and was performed at MAI, CC RAS, HSE.
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